Moreover, since this production was introduced to tourists, there were many changes occurred in every part of the subvillages. Some changes brought benefit to this subvillage. There were many improvement in some other part of subvillage. The following are the discussion about some changes occurred due to tourism activities that benefit for local people.

a. Accommodation

1. Tourism village has required supporting facilities such as homestay. Therefore, many people were encourage to change their traditional house existed in Klipoh to modern one, but some are still remain traditional. Instead of fulfilling tourist's facility, local people's desire to have a nicer house for their economic status. They changed not only facade but also function of the rooms. As seen in the following figure, houses in Klipoh before tourists come were very simple, non permanent and traditional. The facade of the house was also inattractive. But now, because of tourist needs some places to stay, they made beautification of their house. They made their house looked more "modern" with a better view and modern home materials. The house become more beautiful, modern, elegance compared the old one. Modern style building made of brick solid wall, the floor of ceramic tiles and the roof using a model ground now. Actually, in the terms of tourism village people should not have to change and develop their traditional house into the modern one, because sometimes tourists are looking for somethings special, somethings different, something unique and they could not find in their country. As mentioned by Nuryanti (1993) that people have to conserve some houses which have cultural and architecture value and try to change the function of houses to become village museum that could produce cost for maintaining those houses. People could also conserve the whole parts of village and provide new lots for accommodating the local people as well as tourism activities. By this way people could easily keep the originality of cultural value even only the house performance. To develop many types of accommodation in a village operated/managed by local people is actually difficult for them. But in this time, they were accepted some trainings (Central Java Tourism Board) and donors (NGO) to actualize their tourism village. Eventhough, they have no experience to handle such kind of business, but they have struggled to make succeed of tourism village program in their subvillage. In other side, tourists could enrich their sought about the real Klipoh lifestyle. In this case, originality is more concerned rather than the new one. But people have their own opinion, to have better house for example will make their life more comfortable.

Fig. 2. The Changes from Traditional House to Modern house

Since tourist come to Klipoh subvillage, people started to create homestay. There were 5 homestays at that time establish by local people. But because of the number of tourists come is still very limited therefore some of them have no longer existed. Homestay itself actually is a form of tourism program that allows visitor to rent a room from a local family to better learn the local lifestyle as well as improve their local language ability. This kind of homestay occurred in any destination worldwide, some countries do more to encourage homestay than others as a means of developing their tourism industry. But in Klipoh the homestays are little bit different. Tourists stay and learn to make pottery in one place. So, instead of ordinary living, tourist could joint to make pottery.